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PART_A (10x2=20Marks)
1. What are the elastic constants ?

2. State the relation between stress and strain.

3. Differentiate 2D and BD problems.

4. What are Cartesian co-ordinates ?

5. What is the effect of torsion in circular shafts ?

6. How do you conduct warping function ?

7. What is the basic principle of Rayleigh Ritz method ?

9. what is the torsional effect in yietding ? t'lfvw'recentquestion paperrcom

10. State the plastic stress strain relationship.

PART_B (5x13=65Marks)
11' a) Derive the Elastic stress-strain Relationship by the understanding of Hook,slaw for Isotropic and Homogenous materials.

(oR)

' fl:'rtfil" *:il[: Reduction of Elastic consrants for Homogenous and
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12- a) State plain stress and plain strain. Discuss the plain stress and
for two dimensional problems with illustrations.

. (oR)

b) Explain the stress concentrations in stressed plate with Circular Hole and
Elliptical Hole.

13. a) Discuss the design methods on analysis
closed section.

(oR)
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. b) Write short notes on the following :

0 Anaiogl, by St. Venant's Approach.
ii) Analogy by Prandit's Approach.

14' a) Illustrate the Rayleigh Ritz method of analysis in the application to beams
and columns.

(6)

(7)

(oR)

b) State and prove the Energy Theorems and also
theorem to beams and columns.

explain the applications of

15' a) Briefly explain about elastic plastic problems in bending and torsion with a
typical idealised stress-strain diagram.

(oR)

b) Explain the various Failure Theories adopted in elastic-plastie analysis with
necessary sketches.

PART - C (1x15=15 Marks)
16' a) Discuss the state of stress at a point. Explain the following basic equations in

Cartesian and polar coordinates.
i) Equations of equilibrium and _ - -- r

ii) strain d.isplacement relations. vll'Jw'recelttquestion paper'com Q)
(8)

(oR)

b) Explain the identification of soil medium in beams on elastic foundation by
using Winkler's Elastic model.


